Simulated annealing exploration of an active-site tyrosine in TEM-1 beta-lactamase suggests the existence of alternate conformations.
TEM-1 is a class A beta-lactamase that contributes to the primary defensive measure used by bacteria to hydrolyze the clinically-relevant beta-lactam antibiotics. Several crystal structures of this enzyme complexed with inhibitors display the active-site residue Tyr105 in an alternate orientation relative to that assigned in the free or in the substrate-bound forms. Thus, the alternate conformation may not be favored in the free enzyme and may be adopted only in the presence of inhibitor. As the residue at position 105 is a determinant of substrate specificity, we sought a better understanding of the relation between its conformation and its function in ligand binding. Here, we perform a molecular dynamics simulated annealing protocol to identify stable orientations adopted by Tyr105 in free TEM-1. Our results demonstrate that, in the absence of substrate, structurally validated conformers of Tyr105 predominantly adopt either of the two rotameric orientations observed in the crystal structures. This suggests that adoption of either conformation in the free enzyme is energetically favored and is not strictly promoted by ligand binding. We propose that free TEM-1 alternates between these two conformations of Tyr105 and that a dynamically heterogeneous population of both rotamers exists in solution. The conformational change significantly reshapes the active-site cavity and modifies the potential for forming specific ligand contacts. Our results add to the body of evidence suggesting that Tyr105 displays a dynamical behavior resulting in alternate ligand binding modes and are consistent with the lower affinity of TEM-1 for cephalosporins relative to penicillins.